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Abstract
It is well known that Sparse PCA (Sparse Principal Component Analysis) is NP-hard to solve
exactly on worst-case instances. What is the complexity of solving Sparse PCA approximately?
Our contributions include:
1. a simple and efficient algorithm that achieves an n−1/3 -approximation;
2. NP-hardness of approximation to within (1 − ε), for some small constant ε > 0;
3. SSE-hardness of approximation to within any constant factor; and

√
4. an exp exp Ω log log n (“quasi-quasi-polynomial”) gap for the standard semidefinite program.
Keywords: Sparse PCA; hardness of approximation.

1. Introduction
Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the most popular tools for data analytics. PCA operates on data point vectors supported on features, and outputs orthogonal directions (i.e., principal
components) that maximize the explained variance. A limitation of PCA is that —in many cases
of interest — the extracted principal components (PCs) are dense. However, in applications such as
text analysis, or gene expression analytics, having only a few non-zero features per extracted PC,
offers significantly higher interpretabilty. For example, in text analysis where PCs are supported
on words, if they consist of only a few of them, then these words can be used to detect frequently
occurring topics.
Sparse PCA addresses the issue of interpretability directly by enforcing a sparsity constraint on
the extracted PCs. Given a matrix of centered data samples S ∈ Rn×p , let us denote by A = n1 SST
the sample covariance matrix of the data set. The leading sparse principal component is the solution
to the following sparsity constrained, quadratic form maximization
max

kxk2 =1,kxk0 ≤k
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where kxk2 is the `2 -norm, kxk0 denotes the number of nonzero entries in x, and A < 0.
The objective in the above optimization is usually referred to as the explained variance. This
metric has an operational meaning: if a linear combination of k features has high explained variance,
then it captures a representative behavior of the samples. Typically, this means that these features
“interact” significantly with each other. As an example consider the case where A is a covariance
matrix of a gene expression data set. Then, the (i, j) entry of A is a proxy for the positive or
negative interaction between the ith and jth gene. In this case, if a subset of k genes “explains” a
lot of variance, then these genes have strong pairwise interactions.
There has been a large volume of work on sparse PCA: from heuristic algorithms, to statistical
guarantees, and conditional approximation ratios. Yet, there are remarkably few worst-case approximability bounds, and many questions remain open. Does sparse PCA admit a nontrivial worst-case
approximation ratio? Are there significant computational barriers? How does it relate to other problems? In this work we take a modest first step towards a better understanding of these questions.
Our contributions are summarized below.
1. We show that a simple spectral technique that is popular in practice, combined with a column
selection procedure, achieves an n−1/3 -approximation ratio for SparsePCA.
2. We establish that, assuming P 6= NP, SparsePCA does not admit a PTAS.
3. We further prove that, assuming Small Set Expansion (SSE) Hypothesis (Raghavendra and
Steurer, 2010a), SparsePCA is hard to approximate to within any constant factor.
√
Ω( log log n)

4. We construct an ee
(i.e., a “quasi-quasi-polynomial”) gap instance for the following
commonly used SDP relaxation of (d’Aspremont et al., 2007a)
max
such that

tr(AX)

.
tr(X) = 1, 1| |X|1 6 k, X < 0

Here |X| denotes the matrix obtained from X by taking entry-wise absolute value.
1.1. Discussion of techniques and connections to other sparsity problems
A recurring theme in our technical discussion is the comparison of SparsePCA to (variants of) the
Densest k-Subgraph (DkS) problem: given a graph G, find the k-vertex subgraph that contains the
highest number of edges. Notice that DkS can be stated as a quadratic form maximization, similar
to SparsePCA:
max

x∈{0,1}n ,kxk0 ≤k

xT Ax

(DkS)

(where we use A to denote the adjacency matrix instead of the covariance matrix).
The connection between the two problems has been observed before. For example, it has been
noted by many authors that the k-Clique problem, a decision variant of DkS1 , reduces to solving
SparsePCA exactly, thus the latter is NP-hard. Then, the Planted Clique, an average-case variant
1. Notice that k-Clique is an exact variant of both Max-Clique and DkS. By now, the inapproximability of Max-Clique
is relatively well understood (e.g. (Håstad, 1999; Khot, 2001; Zuckerman, 2007)), but these results do not translate
to inapproximability of DkS (or SparsePCA).
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of DkS, was recently used to establish statistical recovery hardness results in the sparse spikedcovariance model (Berthet and Rigollet, 2013b,a; Wang et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2014).
Then, why are algorithmic and inapproximability DkS results not directly applicable to SparsePCA?
From a computational standpoint, the most important difference between the two problems is the restriction on the input matrix A: In SparsePCA, A is required to be positive semi-definite, whereas
in DkS, A is required to be entry-wise nonnegative.
With the above comparison to DkS in mind, we are now ready to discuss our results and techniques.
n−1/3 -approximation algorithm Our n−1/3 -approximation scheme outputs the best solution among
the following three procedures: i) pick the best standard basis vector; ii) pick the largest k entries in
any column vector of A; and iii) pick the largest k entries of the leading eigenvector of A.

Our algorithm is inspired by (but is substantially different from) a combinatorial Ω n−1/3 approximation algorithm for DkS, due to Feige et al. (Feige et al., 2001).
The aforementioned

−1/3+ε
ratio for DkS was further improved in the same paper to Ω n
, and later to Ω n−1/4+ε
(Bhaskara et al., 2010). It is an open question whether similar ideas can improve the approximation
guarantees for SparsePCA.
NP-hardness Our NP-hardness of approximation reduction begins from MAX-E2SAT-d, the problem of maximizing the number of satisfied clauses in a CNF formula, where every clause contains
exactly two distinct variables, and every variable appears in exactly d = O(1) clauses. We set Ai,j
to be higher if literals i and j satisfy some clause, and a consistent assignment is ensured by having
large negative values whenever indices i and j correspond to a literal and its negation. A PSD matrix
is obtained by adding a large multiple of the identity. As we discuss below, this last step seems to
be the main obstacle to obtaining a stronger inapproximability factor.
Interestingly, this result highlights an important difference between SparsePCA and DkS: for
the latter, even proving NP-hardness of approximation to within a (1−ε) factor (for a small constant
ε > 0) remains a major open problem.
The PSD challenge The biggest challenge to obtaining inapproximability results for SparsePCA,
when reducing from say DkS, is achieving A < 0. One naive approach is to add a large multiple
of the identity matrix and force diagonal dominance (as we do for our NP-hardness result). Unfortunately, this ruins our inapproximability factor: the large entries on the diagonal outweigh the
interactions between different features. In particular, every vector achieves a reasonably high explained variance.
A second approach to obtain a PSD matrix is by squaring the adjacency matrix. When we start
from Planted Clique, or other known hard DkS instances (e.g. (Bhaskara et al., 2012; Alon et al.,
2011; Khot, 2006; Braverman et al., 2015a)), squaring the adjacency matrix gives weak inapproximability results, as in the case of (Berthet and Rigollet, 2013b,a; Krauthgamer et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2014) (see also discussion of impossibility results for the sparse spiked covariance model below). To understand why, it is helpful to consider random walks on regular graphs.
The density of a subgraph is proportional to the probability that a length-1 random walk remains
in the subgraph. (Thus the densest k-subgraph is also the least expanding k-subgraph.) Similarly,
when we restrict A2 to the same k-tuple of vertices, the density corresponds to the probability of
remaining in the subgraph after a random walk of length 2. Intuitively, squaring the adjacency
matrices of the instances mentioned at the beginning of this paragraph is ineffective, because even
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their dense subgraphs are very expanding: most length-2 walks that start and end inside the densest
k-subgraph, take their middle step outside the subgraph. Thus the density of the subgraph has only
a small effect on the density with respect to A2 . To overcome this difficulty, we want the “good”
subgraph to have very small expansion.
SSE-hardness and SDP gap The Small Set Expansion Hypothesis (Raghavendra and Steurer,
2010a) postulates that it is hard to find a linear-size subgraph with a very small expansion. Intuitively, if the expansion of a particular k-subgraph is sufficiently small, then, even after taking two
steps, the random walk should remain inside the subgraph; thus the corresponding k-sparse vector
should continue to give an exceptionally high value for DkS/SparsePCA with A2 . To formalize
this intuition, we apply a recent result of Raghavendra and Schramm (Raghavendra and Schramm,
2014) on the expansion of random walk graphs.
Finally, the gap for the standard semidefinite program for SparsePCA builds on known integrality gap instances for SSE, in particular
the Short Code graph (Barak et al., 2012b). Notice that
√
Ω( log log n)
e
the “quasi-quasi-polynomial”
factor (e
) is slightly smaller than polynomial and “quasi√
Ω(
log
n)
polynomial” (e
) factors, but much larger than polylogarithmic.
Additive PTAS To complete the picture of our current understanding of worst-case approximability of SparsePCA, let us also mention a recent additive PTAS due to (Asteris et al., 2015). By
additive PTAS, we mean that if all the entries of A are bounded in [-1, 1], the optimum explained
variance can be approximated in polynomial time to within an additive error of εk, for any constant
ε > 0 (compare to an optimum of at most k in the case of an all-ones k × k submatrix). In contrast,
note that a corresponding additive PTAS for DkS is unlikely (Braverman et al., 2015a).
1.2. Worst-case, average-case, and best-case approximability of SparsePCA
The performance of many algorithms has been analyzed under the sparse spiked covariance and
related models. For example, under this model Amini et al. (Amini and Wainwright, 2008) develop
the first theoretical guarantees for simple thresholding and the SDP of (d’Aspremont et al., 2007a).
Several statistical analyses were carried for more general settings, while using a variety of different algorithms, under various metrics of interest (Ma, 2013; d’Aspremont et al., 2014; Cai et al.,
2013a,b; Deshpande and Montanari, 2013; Krauthgamer et al., 2015; Ma and Wigderson, 2015). A
recent celebrated line of works (Berthet and Rigollet, 2013b,a; Wang et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2014),
initiated by Berthet and Rigollet, also establish a gap between the threshold of samples where detection is information theoretically possible, and that where it is computationally feasible, assuming
hardness of the Planted Clique problem.
This excellent body of work is often described as “average-case analysis”. We find this term
somewhat confusing, as average may simultaneously refer to two or more of the following:
Average-case hardness assumptions: As we mentioned above, (Berthet and Rigollet, 2013b,a;
Wang et al., 2014; Gao et al., 2014) prove hardness results for SparsePCA assuming hardness of the Planted Clique problem. Average-case hardness assumptions like Planted Clique
are more likely to be false than worst-case assumptions like P 6= NP. In this sense replacing
average-case hardness assumptions with worst-case hardness is desirable whenever possible
(Braverman et al., 2015b). (Note, however, that there are much more substantial differences
between this line of “average case” papers and our work, and replacing average-case hardness
assumption is far from being our central goal.)
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Average over random noise: The main goal of all the works we mentioned above is to characterize the resilience of different algorithms to random noise, where the noise distribution may be
slightly different in each paper. Understanding the tradeoffs between resilience to noise (or
number of samples) and computational complexity is an exciting research direction. In our
case however, our hardness results hold even in the presence of no noise! (This corresponds
to making no assumptions about the availability of samples.) In this sense, our work may be
better described as best-case analysis.
Average over instances: In the sparse spiked covariance model, the input is a collection of samples
from a distribution with a covariance matrix that is equal to the identity plus a sparse rank1 matrix (the spike). The goal is to identify (or detect) the rank-1 sparse “spike” from the
samples. (If we could observe the true covariance matrix, the algorithmic task would be
trivial. However, when the input to this problem is a finite number of samples, then there exist
sharp information theoretic, and computational barriers on the identifiability of the spike.)
The works mentioned above draw their instances from this specific distribution, whereas our
instances are “worst-case”, aka they are drawn from less canonical distributions.
A classic response in computer science to impossibility results as in the “average case” works is
approximation. We may not be able to find the optimum solution, but can we find a solution which
is almost as good?
1.3. Additional Related work
The algorithmic tapestry for sparse PCA is rich and diverse. Early heuristics used rotation and
thresholding of eigenvectors (Kaiser, 1958; Jolliffe, 1995; Cadima and Jolliffe, 1995) and LASSO
heuristics (Ando et al., 2009; Jolliffe et al., 2003). Then, in (Zou et al., 2006), a nonconvex `1
penalized approximation, re-generated a lot of interest in the problem. A great variety of greedy,
spectral, and nonconvex heuristics were presented in the past decade (Sriperumbudur et al., 2007;
Moghaddam et al., 2006, 2007; Shen and Huang, 2008; Journée et al., 2010; Yuan and Zhang, 2013;
Kuleshov, 2013). There has also been a significant body of work on semidefinite programming
(SDP) approaches (d’Aspremont et al., 2007a; Zhang et al., 2012; d’Aspremont et al., 2008, 2014).
Some recent works established conditional approximation guarantees for sparse PCA using spectral
-net search algorithms, under the assumption of a decaying matrix spectrum (Asteris et al., 2014,
2015).
We should also mention some recent inapproximability results in the general case where A is not
necessarily positive semi-definite (PSD) (Magdon-Ismail, 2015). (Recall that in typical applications
A is a covariance matrix and thus necessarily PSD.) We note that in this general matrix setting, it is
even hopeless to determine, in polynomial time, the sign of the optimal value, unless P = NP.
1.4. Organization
Our approximation algorithm is described in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove our NP-hardness
result, and our SSE-hardness result appears in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we prove the quasiquasi-polynomial gap for the standard SDP. For completeness, we also briefly describe in Section 6
the additive PTAS due to (Asteris et al., 2015), and shortly discuss in Section 7 the case where the
input matrix is not PSD.
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2. n−1/3 -approximation algorithm
Theorem 1 SparsePCA can be approximated to within n−1/3 in deterministic polynomial time.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. Our algorithm takes the best of two
options: a truncation of one of A’s columns in the standard basis, and a truncation of one of A’s
eigenvectors. We present and analyze the guarantees for each algorithm, and then show that together
they give the bound on the approximation ratio.
Let y∗ denote an optimum solution to the S PARSE PCA instance, and let OP T = y∗| Ay∗
denote its value.
2.1. Truncation in the standard basis
Algorithm 1 For each i ∈ [n], let A·,i be the i-th column of A, and let xi be the unit-norm,
k-sparse truncation of A·,i . That is, let
(
Ai,j if |Ai,j | is one of the k largest (in absolute value) entries of A·,i
[x̂i ]j =
0
otherwise
and xi = x̂i / kx̂i k2 .
Return the best out of all xi ’s and ei ’s, where ei is the i-th standard basis vector.
Lemma 2 Algorithm 1 returns a solution with value V1 (A, k) >

OP
√T
k

Proof First, we claim that for each i, xi maximizes e|i Axi among all feasible (k-sparse and unitnorm) vectors. By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, for any choice of support S of size k, the unit-norm
vector that maximizes
inner product with A·,i is the restriction of A·,i to S, normalized. The
qthe
P
2
inner product is thus
j∈S Aj,i ; this is indeed maximized when S is the set of entries with largest
absolute value.
P
Now, rewrite y∗ =
yi ei as a linear combination of (at most k) standard basis vectors. By
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
qX qX
X
2
OP T =
yi (e|i Ay∗ ) 6
yi2
(e|i Ay∗ ) .
qP
Plugging in
yi2 = ky∗ k2 = 1, we get
qX
√
2
OP T 6
(e|i Ay∗ ) 6 k max e|i Ay∗ .
i

√
In particular, this means that for some i, then e|i Axi > OP T / k, where xi , is as defined above.
Finally, since A < 0, we have
0 6 (ei − xi )| A (ei − xi ) = e|i Aei + x|i Axi − 2e|i Axi .
Rearranging, we get

√
max {e|i Aei , x|i Axi } > OP T / k.
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2.2. Truncation in the eigenspace basis
Algorithm 2 Let (v1 , λ1 ) be the top eigenvector and eigenvalue of A. Return the unit-norm,
k-sparse truncation of v1 . That is, let
(
[v1 ]j if [v1 ]j is one of the k largest (in absolute value) entries of [v1 ]j
[x̂]j =
0
otherwise
and x = x̂/ kx̂k2 . Return x.
Lemma 3 Algorithm 2 returns a solution with value V2 (A, k) > nk OP T .
Proof First, notice that
x| Av1 = λ1 x| v1 = λ1 x> x̂ = λ1 · kx̂k2 > λ1

p

k/n,

where the last inequality follows by the greedy construction of x̂. Since A < 0, it induces an inner
product over Rn . Thus we can apply the Cauchy Schwartz inequality to get:
q
√
√
p
p
>
>
λ1 k/n 6 x Av1 6 x Ax · v1> Av1 = x> Ax · λ1 .
Rearranging, we have
k
λ1 .
n
Finally, to complete the proof recall that λ1 = v1> Av1 > OP T since v1 maximizes the objective function among all (not necessarily k-sparse) unit-norm vectors.
x> Ax >

2.3. Putting it altogether
Our final algorithm simply takes the best out of the outputs of Algorithms 1 and 2. We now have
V (A, k) = max {V1 (A, k) , V2 (A, k)}
> (V1 (A, k))2/3 · (V2 (A, k))1/3
>

OP T 2/3 k 1/3
· 1/3 OP T 1/3 = OP T /n1/3
k 1/3
n

3. NP-hardness
Theorem 4 There exists a constant ε > 0 such that SparsePCA is NP-hard to approximate to
within (1 − ε).
Proof
We reduce from MAX-E2SAT-d: given a 2CNF over n variables where every variable appears
in exactly d distinct clauses, maximize the number of satisfied clauses.
Lemma 5 There exist constants 0 < s < c < 1 and d such that given a MAX-E2SAT-d instance
over n clauses, it is NP-hard to decide whether at least cn clauses can be satisfied (“yes” case), or
at most sn (“no” case).
7
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Theorem 5 follows from standard techniques. We briefly sketch the proof below for completeness.
Proof [Proof sketch of Theorem 5] By, e.g. (Feige, 1998), MAX-3SAT-5 is N P -hard to approximate to within some constant factor. We can convert each 3SAT clause C = (x ∨ y ∨ z) into 10
2SAT clauses (introducing one additional variable hC ),
(x) ∧ (y) ∧ (z) ∧ (hC ) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬y) ∧ (¬x ∨ ¬z) ∧ (¬y ∨ ¬z) ∧ (x ∨ ¬hC ) ∧ (y ∨ ¬hC ) ∧ (z ∨ ¬hC )
with the following guarantee: the optimal assignment to the 2SAT instance satisfies at most 7 out
of 10 clauses for every satisfied 3SAT clause, and at most 6 out of 10 clauses for every unsatisfied
3SAT clause (e.g. (Safra)).
This establishes the result for MAX-2SAT with bounded degree. Add a linear number of variables and trivially satisfied clauses to get a MAX-E2SAT-d instance.
Given a 2CNF ψ, we construct a symmetric 2n × 2n matrix A(0) = A(0) (ψ) as follows: every
row/column corresponds to a literal of ψ; if row i and column j correspond to an assignment that
(0)
(0)
satisfies some clause, then Ai,j = 1, and Ai,j = 0 otherwise. Let Y denote the set of vectors that
correspond to legal assignments to ψ, i.e.


√ 2n
|y|2 =1; y∈{0,1/ n} ;
√
Y = y:
∀i yxi = 0 ⇐⇒ y¬xi = 1/ n
By Theorem 5 it is NP-hard to distinguish between
“yes”: max y| A(0) y > c

“no”: max y| A(0) y 6 s.

y∈Y

y∈Y

The proof continues by adding the following matrices to A(0) : a matrix C with large negative
entries that enforces a consistent assignment; a larger scalar times the identity matrix that ensures
our input is PSD; and an even larger (yet still constant) scalar times the all-ones matrix that guarantees the optimal solution uses a large support. While adding these matrices preserves the qualitative
properties of the instance, they significantly weaken our inapproximability factor.
E NFORCING A CONSISTENT ASSIGNMENT
Our first step is to enforce consistency using the objective function instead of restricting the input
to be from Y. Let Ci,j = −2d if i and j correspond to a literal and its negation, and Ci,j = 0, oth
√ 2n
erwise. We claim that among all unit-norm vectors z ∈ {0, 1/ n} , the objective z A(0) + C z
is maximized by some legal assignment z∗ ∈ Y. Assume by contradiction that the objective is
√
maximized by some z which assigns 1/ n to some variable xi and its negation; since z is exactly
n-sparse, it must also assign 0 to another variable xj and its negation. However, the objective value
√
can be increased by considering z0 which assigns 1/ n to xi and xj , 0 to their negations, and is
equal to z everywhere else. Therefore, for A(1) , A(0) + C, we have
“yes”:

max

|z|2 =1
√ 2n
z∈{0,1/ n}

z| A(1) z > c

“no”:
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|z|2 =1
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z∈{0,1/ n}
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PSD INPUT
A(1) is not a legitimate input to SparsePCA because it is not be positive semi-definite. Fortunately,
A(2) , 3dI + A(1) is positive semi-definite because it is symmetric and diagonally-dominant. The
identity matrix adds exactly 1 to the objective function for any input. Therefore we also have
“yes”:

max

|z|2 =1
√ 2n
z∈{0,1/ n}

z| A(2) z > 3d + c

“no”:

max

|z|2 =1
√ 2n
z∈{0,1/ n}

z| A(2) z 6 3d + s

(1)

E NFORCING A ( NEARLY ) n- UNIFORM OPTIMUM
√ 2n
Now, we would of course like to replace {0, 1/ n} with the set of all n-sparse vectors, while
maintaining (approximately) the same optima. Consider the positive semi-definite matrix J = 11| ;
√ 2n
the objective x| Jx = |x|21 is maximized by an n-uniform vector in {0, 1/ n} .
We define our final hard instance input matrix to be A(3) , αn J + A(2) , for a sufficiently
large (but constant) α. As we show below, the objective is now maximized by a vector x that is
approximately n-uniform.
Formally, observe that A(2) induces an inner product over Rn ; thus for any |x|22 = |z|22 = 1 we
can use the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to get:
x| A(2) x − z| A(2) z = (x − z)| A(2) (x + z)
q
q
| (2)
6 (x − z) A (x − z) · (x + z)| A(2) (x + z)
6 A(2)
where A(2)

2

A(2)

2
2

· |x + z|2 |x − z|2 ,

is the l2 operator norm of A(2) , and is bounded by:
2
2

= max x| A(2) x = 3d + max x| A(1) x < 5d + max x| A(0) x 6 6d.
|x|22 =1

|x|22 =1

|x|22 =1

By triangle inequality, |x + z|2 6 2, and therefore
x| A(2) x − z| A(2) z 6 12d |x − z|2 .

(2)

√ 2n
Suppose further that z is a rounding of x to {0, 1/ n} . In particular, supp (x) ⊆ supp (z)
(we have equality if x is exactly n-sparse) and x| z = λz > 0. Let us decompose x = λz z + λw w
where w is a unit-norm vector orthogonal to z (i.e. |w|2 = 1 and w| z = 0). Since all the vectors
have unit norm, λ2z +λ2w = λ2z |z|22 +λ2w |w|22 = |x|22 = 1. We can now write the difference between
x and z as,
|x − z|22 = (1 − λz ) z +

p
1 − λ2z · w

= (1 − λz )2 + 1 − λ2z

6 2 1 − λ2z .

9
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Since supp (x) ⊆ supp (z), we also have that supp (w) ⊆ supp (z). Thus w| z = 0 is equivalent
to w| 1 = 0. We therefore have:
z| Jz − x| Jx = z| Jz − (λz z + λw w)| J (λz z + λw w)
= z| Jz − (λz z)| J (λz z)
|{z}
w| 1=0

= 1 − λ2z · z| Jz
>
|{z}

|x − z|22
n
· kJk2 = |x − z|22 .
2
2

(4)

Eq. (3)

Recall that A(3) =
unit-norm x,

α
nJ

+ A(2) . Combining Eq. (2) and Eq. (4), we have that for every n-sparse,
z| A(3) z. − x| A(3) x >

max

|z|22 =1

α
· |x − z|22 − 12d · |x − z|2
2

(5)

√ 2n
z∈{0,1/ n}

Let α , 144d2 / (c − s). Then,
α
· |x − z|22 − 12d · |x − z|2 =
2



72
c−s





2
c−s



=

d2 · |x − z|22 − 12d · |x − z|2
36d2 · |x − z|22 − 6d · |x − z|2 (c − s) +



c−s
2

2 !



2
c−s 2 c−s
=
6d · |x − z|2 −
−
c−s
2
2
c−s
.
>−
2


Plugging into Eq. (5), we have
max

z| A(3) z 6 max x| A(3) x 6

√ 2n
z∈{0,1/ n}

|x|0 6n

|z|22 =1

|x|22 =1

c−s
+
2

max

|z|22 =1
√ 2n
z∈{0,1/ n}

z| A(3) z.

Finally, by Eq. (1), it is NP-hard to distinguish between:
“yes”: max x| A(3) x >
|x|22 =1

“no”: max x| A(3) x 6

α + 3d + c

|x|22 =1

|x|0 6n

|x|0 6n
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c+s
.
2

−

c−s
2
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3.0.1. A REMARK ON HARDNESS FOR LOWER SPARSITY
In the reduction above, we set the sparsity parameter to k = n/2, but in typical applications we’re
interested in k which is much smaller than n. We note that for any polynomial sparsity parameter
k = nδ (for any constant δ > 0), SparsePCA is still NP-hard to approximate by a straightforward
padding argument. Furthermore, for any k = ω(log n), one can use the same padding argument
(with more padding) to show that SparsePCA doew not admit a PTAS assuming the exponential time hypothesis. Looking at smaller values of k, it is an interesting open problem whether
SparsePCA can be approximated in fixed parameter time.

4. Small-Set Expansion hardness
Throughout this section, we will consider edge-weighted 1-regular graphs G = (V, E), whose
adjacency matrix/probability transition matrix G has every row sum equal to 1.
Recall that for a 1-regular graph G = (V, E) on n vertices, the expansion of S ⊆ V is
ΦG (S) ,

|E(S, V \ S)|
,
|S|

P
where |E(S, T )| , i∈S,j∈T Gij denotes the total weight of edges with one end point in S and
one end point in T . The expansion profile of G is
ΦG (δ) , min ΦG (S).
S:|S|6δn

Recall the Small-Set Expansion Hypothesis (Raghavendra and Steurer, 2010b)2 :
Problem 6 (SSE(η, δ)) Given a regular graph G = (V, E), distinguish between the following two
cases:
1. Yes: Some subset S ⊆ V with |S| = δn has ΦG (S) 6 η
2. No: Any set S ⊆ V with |S| 6 2δn has ΦG (S) > 1 − η
Conjecture 7 (Small-Set Expansion Hypothesis (Raghavendra and Steurer, 2010b)) For any η >
0, there is δ > 0 such that SSE(η, δ) is NP-hard.
There is little consensus among researchers whether this conjecture is true. At any rate, if the
conjecture turns out to be false, significantly new algorithmic or analytic ideas will be needed. See
e.g. (Arora et al., 2010; Barak et al., 2012a) on efforts to refute the conjecture and pointers to the
literature.
It is more convenient to work with the following version of Small-Set Expansion, where in the
No case the subset size can be an arbitrarily large constant multiple of the subset size in the Yes
case.
2. This formulation comes from the full version of the paper on Prasad Raghavendra’s homepage. This formulation
has a different soundness condition than the one in the conference version of (Raghavendra and Steurer, 2010b).
Furthermore, (Raghavendra et al., 2012) shows that the two formulations are equivalent.
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Problem 8 (SSE(η, δ, M )) Given a regular graph G = (V, E), distinguish between the following
two cases:
1. Yes: Some subset S ⊆ V with |S| = δn has ΦG (S) 6 η
2. No: Any set S ⊆ V with |S| 6 M δn has ΦG (S) > 1 − η
The following reduction in (Raghavendra et al., 2012, Proposition 5.8) shows that the two versions of Small-Set Expansion are equivalent.
Claim 9 For all η, δ > 0, M > 1, there is a polynomial time reduction from SSE(η/M, δ) to
SSE(η, δ, M ).
We note that our statement is slightly different from (Raghavendra et al., 2012, Proposition 5.8),
due to our different version of Small-Set Expansion Hypothesis, but the proof of the above claim is
the same.
We will use the following lemma from (Raghavendra and Schramm, 2014). Here the lazy random walk Glazy corresponds to staying at the current vertex with probability 1/2, otherwise moving
according to the probability transition matrix G. Therefore the probability transition matrix is given
by Glazy , (I + G)/2. For any t ∈ N, define the t-step lazy random walk as Gtlazy , (Glazy )t , and
let Gtlazy denote the corresponding graph.
Lemma 10 (Raghavendra and Schramm, 2014, Lemma 13) For all t ∈ N and η, δ ∈ (0, 1],
!
t

Φ2G (4δ/η)
ΦGtlazy (δ) > min 1 − 1 −
,1 − η .
32
We define PSD-SSE(η, δ) as the special case of Theorem 6 where the adjacency matrix of the
graph is positive semidefinite. We now show that this special case is again equivalent to the general
case.
Theorem 11 For any η > 0, there is η 0 > 0 such that for any δ > 0, SSE(η 0 , δ) is polynomial-time
reducible to PSD-SSE(η, δ).
Proof Fix η > 0. Thanks to Theorem 9, it suffices to reduce from Theorem 8. That is, we will
show that there are η 0 > 0 and M > 1 such that SSE(η 0 , δ, M ) is polynomial-time reducible to
PSD-SSE(η, δ).
We will assume η 6 1/2 (if PSD-SSE(η, δ) is hard then so is the same problem with larger η).
Let t , 128 log(1/η), η 0 , min(η, 2η/t) , M , 4/η.
The reduction takes an instance G of SSE(η 0 , δ, M ) and outputs Gtlazy . The lazy random walk
matrix Glazy is positive semidefinite, and hence so is Gtlazy . As a result, the output is an instance of
PSD-SSE.
Yes case: By (Raghavendra and Schramm, 2014, Lemma 12), for every subset S, ΦGtlazy (S) 6
tΦG (S)/2. In particular, if G is a Yes case of SSE(η 0 , δ, M ), then for some subset S of size δn,
has ΦG (S) 6 η 0 , and thus also ΦGtlazy (S) 6 η.
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No case: This follows from Theorem 10. Indeed, ΦG (4δ/η) > 1 − η 0 > 1 − η > 1/2 by
assumptions. Thus

t 

Φ2G (4δ/η)
1 t
1−
6 1−
6 exp(−t/128) 6 η.
32
128
By Theorem 10, ΦGtlazy (δ) > 1 − η, and Gtlazy is a No instance of PSD-SSE(η, δ).
Let us mention that a variant of the previous lemma follows from the techniques of (Chan et al.,
2015; Kwok and Lau, 2014), and in fact without making the graph lazy at all.
Given a PSD matrix A of size n, let us define the sparse PCA objective VALA (δ) , maxkxk2 =1,kxk0 6δn x| Ax.
We also need the local version of Cheeger–Alon–Milman inequality (Natarajan and Wu, 2014,
Theorem 1.7).
Lemma 12 Let L = I − G be the normalized Laplacian matrix of a regular graph G on n vertices.
For any δ 6 1/2, let λδ = min x| Lx/x| x | kxk0 6 δ\. Then
p
ΦG (δ) 6 (2 − λδ )λδ .
Theorem 13 If G is a Yes instance of PSD-SSE(η,
δ), then VALG (δ) > 1 − η. If G is a No
p
instance of PSD-SSE(η, δ), then VALG (δ) 6 1 − (1 − η)2 .
Proof Yes case: Let S be a subset with |S| 6 δn and ΦG (S) 6 η. Consider the normalized
indicator function 1S : V → R for S. 1S has at most δn non-zero entries, and by normalization,
k1S k2 = 1. Furthermore,
P
P
P
P
i,j∈S Gij
i∈S (1 −
j ∈S
/ Gij )
i∈S,j ∈S
/ Gij
|
1S G1S =
=
=1−
= 1 − ΦG (S).
|S|
|S|
|S|
Therefore VALG (δ) > 1 − η.
No case: Let x be any δn-sparse vector. Then
x| Gx
x| Lx
=
1
−
6 1 − λδ ,
x| x
x| x
where λδ is as defined in Theorem 12 and satisfies
p
(2 − λδ )λδ > ΦG (δ) > 1 − η.
Letting ρ , 1 − λδ , the previous
inequality becomes 1 − ρ2 = (1 + ρ)(1 − ρ) > (1 − η)2 , and
p
|
|
hence x Gx/x x 6 ρ 6 1 − (1 − η)2 .
Theorem 11pimplies SparsePCA is hard to solve within any constant factor C. Indeed, let
η , min(1 − 1 − 1/4C 2 , 1/2). Theorems 7, 11 and 13 imply that given the matrix G in the
output of Theorem 13, it is NP-hard to tell whether VALG (δ) > 1 − η > 1/2, or VALG (δ) 6
p
1 − (1 − η)2 = 1/2C.
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5. SDP gap
Recall the SDP for sparse PCA proposed by (d’Aspremont et al., 2007b):
max
such that

tr(AX)
tr(X) = 1
1| |X|1 6 k

(6)

X<0
√
In this section, we will show that the SDP has a factor exp exp(Ω( log log n)) gap.
If A is the adjacency matrix of a graph, then the SDP is essentially identical to the SDP for
small-set expansion in (Raghavendra et al., 2010). Gap instances for the latter problem therefore
imply strong rank gap for sparse PCA, provided the adjacency matrix is PSD. A typical gap instance
for small-set expansion SDP is the noisy hypercube of dimension log n with n vertices. It is not hard
to see that its adjacency matrix leads to (log n)Ω(1) gap for sparse PCA SDP. Below we use a more
sophisticated graph G that can be considered as a small induced subgraph of the√
noisy hypercube
(even though formally G is not such a subgraph). This will lead to exp exp(Ω( log log n)) gap
for sparse PCA SDP, where n is the number of vertices in this graph. This gap factor is superpolylogarithmic but sub-polynomial.
C ONSTRUCTION
The gap instance A for the SDP is derived from the short code graph G from (Barak et al., 2012b),
also known as the low-degree long code. Its vertex set is the Reed–Muller code RM(m, d) (evaluations of polynomials of (total) degree 6 d over F2 in m variables x1 , . . . , xm ). Two vertices are
connected if their corresponding polynomials differ by a product of exactly d linearly independent
affine forms. Call T the collection of all such affine forms. Therefore G is the Cayley graph on
RM(m, d) with generating set T .
The matrix A will be the adjacency matrix for continuous-time random walk on G. That is,
A = e−t(I−G) for some t > 0. Here we denote by G the probability transition matrix for the
graph G. Therefore G is a matrix where every row and every column sum to 1. As in (Barak et al.,
2012b), taking a continuous-time random walk significantly reduces the value of the quadratic form
for sparse vectors. For our application, continuous-time random walk has the additional benefit that
A is guaranteed to be PSD because A is the exponentiation of a real symmetric matrix.
It will be more convenient to transform Eq. (6) into the following SDP:
max Ef hwf , (Aw)f i
such that Ef hwf , wf i = 1

(7)

Ef,g |hwf , wg i| 6 δ = k/n
The SDPs in Eqs. (6) and (7) are indeed equivalent, because any SDP solution X to Eq. (6) is the
(scaled) Gram matrix
Xf,g = hwf , wg i/n,
(8)
of some vectors wf ∈ Rn , and vice versa.
Choice of parameters: m is a free parameter that all other parameters depend on. Let δ ,
1/2m/2 be the fractional sparsity parameter. Let η , δ 1/(4 log 3) be the eigenvalue threshold. Let
14
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ε2 = min{ε1 , 1/20}, where ε1 is the constant from (Bhattacharyya et al., 2010, Theorem 1). Let
d , log log(1/η) + log(1/ε2 ) − 1 be the degree of the Reed Muller code, and let t , 2d−1 be
m
(6d
) be the size of
the time parameter
for
the
continuous
random
walk.
Let
n
,
|RM(m,
d)|
=
2


P
m
A. Here 6d
, r6d m
r denotes the number of ways to choose a subset of size 6 d out of m
m/2
elements. Let k , n/2
.
Proposition 14 The SDP in Eq. (7) has a solution of value 1/e = Ω(1).
Proof Let wf by the standard embedding of f ∈ RM(m, d). That is, wf : Fm
2 → R is the
vector/function such that its x-coordinate is wf (x) = (−1)f (x) ∈ ±∞ for x ∈ Fm
2 . This defines
a solution to Eq. (8). In Eq. (8) and below, the inner product h·, ·i on Fm
→
R is defined as
2
0
0
hw, w i , Ex∈Fm
w(x)w (x).
2
We now verify that X is a feasible solution to the SDP. As a Gram matrix, X is clearly PSD.
Also
Ef ∈RM(m,d) hwf , wf i = Ef ∈RM(m,d) Ex∈Fm
[((−1)f (x) )2 ] = 1,
2
and
Ef,g∈RM(m,d) |hwf , wg i| = Ef,g∈RM(m,d) Ex∈Fm
(−1)f (x)−g(x) = Eh∈RM(m,d) Ex∈Fm
(−1)h(x) ,
2
2
(9)
where in the last equality we let h = f − g. Using Cauchy–Schwarz, the right-hand-side is at most
q
2 q
h(x)
m
= Ex,y∈F2m Eh (−1)h(x)−h(y) .
(10)
Eh Ex∈F2 (−1)
We now analyze the term inside the square root. When x 6= y,
Eh (−1)h(x)−h(y) = 0,
thanks to pairwise independence of RM(m, d). When x = y (which happens with probability
1/2m ), the same expectation is 1. Therefore Eq. (10) is at most 1/2m/2 , and so is Eq. (9). Then X
satisfies the sparsity constraint with k/n = 1/2m/2 .
We now bound the SDP value. Let ϕx (f ) , (−1)f (x) . Then
Ef hwf , (Aw)f i = Ef Ex∈Fm
(ϕx )(f )(Aϕx )(f ).
2
We claim that ϕx is an eigenfunction of A with eigenvalue 1/e. Assuming this claim, the right-hand
side becomes
(1/e) · Ef Ex∈Fm
[(ϕx (f ))2 ] = 1/e,
2
giving an SDP solution of value 1/e.
f (x) is an eigenvector
We now verify the claim. For every x ∈ Fm
2 , the function ϕx (f ) = (−1)
of G because
(Gϕx )(f ) = Eg∈T (−1)f (x)−g(x) = ϕx (f ) · Eg∈T (−1)g(x) .
It has eigenvalue
λx , Eg∈T (−1)g(x) = 1 − 2 P [g(x) = 1] = 1 − 21−d .
g∈T
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Since G and A have the same eigenvectors, ϕx is also an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue
1−d

e−t(1−λx ) = e−t2

= 1/e.

Proposition
p 15 Any k-sparse rank-1 solution w : RM(m, d) → R to Eq. (7) has value 6 η +
(1/η)log 3 k/n.
Since the proof is quite technical, let us recall main ideas in (Barak et al., 2012b). Intuitively, the
sparse PCA instance A has low value for rank-1 sparse vector for the following reason. The inner
product space V (G) → R can be decomposed into a sum of the subspace V` and its orthogonal
complement V`⊥ . One can show that V` does not contain any sparse vector (more precisely, has
bounded 2-to-4 norm). Therefore any sparse vector must be essentially contained in (i.e. has large
projection to) V`⊥ . V`⊥ will be the span of eigenvectors of A whose eigenvalues are small, say at
most a small positive number η. This ensures all sparse vectors have small objective value under
the quadratic form, as desired.
Proof This is essentially Theorem 4.14 in (Barak et al., 2012b). Even though their statement only
concerns 0, ∞-valued sparse vectors, their proof also works for real-valued sparse vectors , as we
now show.
S ETTING UP THE F OURIER EXPANSION
Let M , 2m and C = RM(m, d). We first think of the elements of C as functions Fm
2 → F2 ; later
M . For c , c : Fm → F denote the inner
it will be more convenient
to
think
of
them
as
vectors
in
F
1 2
2
2
2
P
product (c1 , c2 )2 , x∈Fm c1 (x)c2 (x) (mod 2)
2

Denote by C ⊥ , a ∈ FM
∈ | (a, c)∈ = 0 for all c ∈ C the orthogonal subspace of C.
Any function w : C → R has a Fourier expansion, as follows. For every coset α + C ⊥ ∈
⊥
⊥
(α,f )2 be
FM
2 /C , we choose an arbitrary representative α in α + C , and let χα (f ) = (−1)
⊥
its character. Its degree is degR (χα ) , minc⊥ ∈C ⊥ |α + c |, where |α| denotes the Hamming
weight (i.e. number of non-zero coordinates) of α. (Do not confuse this degree with the degrees of
polynomials in the Reed Muller code!) Any function w : C → R is a unique linear combination of
characters χα α∈FM /C ⊥ ,
2
X
w(f ) =
ŵ(α)χα (f ),
⊥
α∈FM
2 /C

where ŵ(α) , hχα , wi is the Fourier transform of w over the abelian group C.
Set the character degree bound ` , ε2 2d+1 . Consider the subspace V` , span χα | degR (χα ) 6 `
of functions of degree at most `. Note that V` and V`⊥ are both invariant subspaces of A.
Given any vector w, we expand it as w = wk + w⊥ where wk ∈ V` and w⊥ ∈ V`⊥ . Then
hw, Awi = hwk , Awk i + hw⊥ , Aw⊥ i.
Below, we separately bound the contribution of hwk , Awk i and hw⊥ , Aw⊥ i.

16
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T HE LOW- DEGREE SUBSPACE V`
Consider the projection operator P` to the subspace V` . The p-to-q norm of P` is defined as
kP` wkq
,
w:C→R kwkp

kP` kp→q , max

where in the case of a function w : C → R, we define kwkp , Ex∈C [|w(x)|p ]1/p .
We use the following bound on the 2-to-4 norm of P` , from (Barak et al., 2012b, Lemma 4.9):
For any ` < (2d−1 − 1)/4,
kP` k2→4 6 3`/2 .
(12)
For any k-sparse vector w : C → R, let S = § ∈ C | w(§) 6= 0 be the set of nonzero entries. By
Hölder’s inequality,
kwk4/3 = k1S · wk4/3 6 k1S k4 kwk2 = (k/n)1/4 kwk2 .

(13)

Recall that A = e−t(I−G) . Since (I − G) is PSD, we have that all of A’s eigenvalues are at
most 1, i.e. I < A. Therefore,
hwk , Awk i 6 kwk k22 6 kP` k24/3→2 kwk24/3 ,
Together with kP` k4/3→2 6 kP` k2→4 (Barak et al., 2012b, Lemma 4.2) and Eqs. (12) and (13),
we get
p
p
hwk , Awk i 6 3` k/nkwk22 = (1/η)log 3 k/nkwk22 ,
(14)
d+1

where the last equation follows from 3` = 3ε2 2

= 3log(1/η) .

T HE HIGH - DEGREE SUBSPACE V`⊥
We now bound the second term hw⊥ , Aw⊥ i. w⊥ is a linear combination of characters of degree
> `. Recall that T , the generating set of G, is the set of products of exactly d linearly independent
affine forms. Any character χα is an eigenvector of G because
(Gχα )(f ) = Eg∈T [χα (f +g)] = Eg∈T [(−1)(α,f +g)2 ] = (−1)(α,f )2 Eg∈T [(−1)(α,g)2 ] = χα (f )Eg∈T χα (g),
and its eigenvalue is
λα , Eg∈T χα (g) = Eg∈T [(−1)(α,g)2 ] = 1 − 2 P [(α, g)2 = 1],
g∈T

We now use a theorem about Reed Muller code testers to bound Pg∈T [(α, g)2 = 1]. An important problem in the intersection of coding theory and property testing is as follows: given a code
C ⊥ and a word α, query a small number of α’s bits to decide whether α belongs to the code, or is
far from the code. By “far” from the code, it is meant that it has a large Hamming distance from any
c⊥ ∈ C ⊥ . When C ⊥ is a Reed-Muller code, in particular RM(m, m − d − 1), this is equivalent to
testing whether α is a low (m − d − 1) degree polynomial, or far from every low degree polynomial.
A canonical test for this problem is as follows: pick a random (m − d)-dimensional affine subspace
Sg , and test whether α restricted to this subset is a degree-(m − d − 1) polynomial.

17
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P
It turns out that having degree 6 m−d−1 over Sg corresponds exactly to having x∈Sg α(x) =
0 (mod 2) (Bhattacharyya et al., 2010). (Proof sketch: any monomial of degree 6 m − d − 1 does
not contain at least one of the m − d variables, and thus zeros out when we sum modulo 2 over
that variable; in the other direction, there is only one homogenous full-degree monomial, and it is
nonzero only on the all-ones input.)
Furthermore, picking a random (m − d)-dimensional affine subspace Sg corresponds precisely
to picking a random g ∈ T and letting Sg , {x : g(x) = 1}. (This is related to “dual codes”; see
also (Alon et al., 2005).) In other words, the test is the same as verifying that (α, g)2 = 0.
Bhattacharyya et al. (Bhattacharyya et al., 2010) analyze the probability that the above test
rejects polynomials that are far from the code, i.e. precisely the quantity Pg∈T [(α, g)2 = 1]. Recall
that the degree of χα was defined as the Hamming distance of α from C ⊥ . By our assumption that
χα ∈ V`⊥ , we have that degR (χα ) > ` = ε2 2d+1 ; that is α disagrees with every c⊥ ∈ C ⊥ on at
least ε2 2d+1 /2m = ε2 2−(m−d−1) -fraction of the entries. Therefore, by (Bhattacharyya et al., 2010,
Theorem 1), we have that Pg∈T [(α, g)2 = 1] > ε2 .
As a result, any χα with degR (χα ) > ε2 2d+1 is also an eigenvector of A with eigenvalue
d+1

µα , e−t(1−λα ) 6 e−ε2 2

6 η.

Therefore
hw⊥ , Aw⊥ i =

X

X

µα ŵ(α)2 6 η

⊥
α∈FM
2 /C

⊥
α∈FM
2 /C

degR (χα )>`

degR (χα )>`

ŵ(α)2 = ηkw⊥ k22 6 ηkwk22 .

(15)

Finally, Theorem 15 follows from Eqs. (11), (14) and (15) and the constraint kwk22 6 1.

We remark that an alternative proof of the previous proposition (with a slightly different bound)
can be obtained by combining Theorem 4.14 in (Barak et al., 2012b) and local Cheeger–Alon–
Milman inequality (Natarajan and Wu, 2014, Theorem 1.7).
Theorem 16 Let A be the matrix defined above. The SDP
√ in Eq. (7) has an SDP solution of value
Ω(1), but any rank-1 solution has value 1/ exp exp(Ω( log log n)).
Proof The SDP solution is given in Theorem 14. On the other hand, Theorem 15 shows that any
m
rank-1 solution has value (k/n)Ω(1) . Since log n = 6d
, we have log log n = (log m)2 (1 + om (1))
√
and (k/n)Ω(1) = 1/ exp(Ω(m)) = 1/ exp exp(Ω( log log n)).

6. Additive PTAS
To complete the approximability picture for SparsePCA, we briefly sketch the proof of the additive
PTAS due to Asteris et al. (2015). The algorithm first approximates A with a low-rank sketch, and
then finds approximate solutions via an -net search of the low dimensional space. (We note that a
similar approach was previously presented in Alon et al. (2013), for the closely related problem of
DkS on a PSD adjacency matrix.)
18
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The existence of a low-rank sketch, due to Alon et al., is via an application of the JohnsonLindenstrauss Lemma:
Lemma 17 (Alon et al. (2013)) Let A ∈ Rn×n be PSD matrix with entries in [−1, 1]. Then, we
n
can construct in polynomial time a PSD matrix A with rank O( log
) such that
2
|[A]i,j − [A ]i,j | ≤ 
for all i, j with high probability.
The above low-rank approximation to A preserves all k-sparse quadratic forms to within an additive
error term:
|

|

|x Ax − x A x| =

X

xi xj ([A]ij − [A ]ij ) ≤ 

i,j

n
X

|xi |

i=1

n
X

|xj | = kxk21 ≤ k.

(16)

j=1

Since A is PSD, one can rewrite A = B| B, where A’s low-rank property translates to B
having few columns. Enumerating over an -net on the low dimension of B now gives, results in
the following:
Lemma 18 (Asteris et al. (2015)) Let Ad ∈ Rn×n be PSD matrix of rank d. Then, we can construct a vector xd , in time O(−d · n log n), such that
x|d Ad xd > (1 − ) · OP Td .
Finally, combining the above two results gives the additive PTAS.
Theorem 19 (Asteris et al. (2015)) Let A ∈ Rn×n be PSD matrix with entries in [−1, 1]. Then,
we can compute in nO(poly(1/)) time a k-sparse unit norm vector x such that
x| Ax ≥ OP T −  · k
with high probability.

7. When the input matrix is not PSD
In this section, we briefly remark that although the SparsePCA optimization problem can be defined when A is not required to be PSD, no meaningful multiplicative approximation guarantees are
possible (in polynomial time, assuming P 6= NP).
Theorem 20 When A is not positive semi-definite, it is NP-hard to decide whether the SparsePCA
objective is positive or negative.
Proof Let VALA (k) , maxkxk2 =1,kxk0 6k xT Ax. It is well known that solving the SparsePCA
exactly is NP-hard even in the PSD case; i.e. it is NP-hard to distinguish between VALA (k) > c
and VALA(k) 6 s for some (potentially very close) c < s. Consider the modified matrix A0 =
s−c
0
· I. Conclude that it is NP-hard to distinguish VALA0 (k) > c−s
A − c+s
2
2 and VAL A (k) 6 2 .
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